About 2015 and the Impending Crisis

Even someone with a single digit IQ can connect the dots. America's economy is not going well at all, same with Global Economy. HP Don found this video and shared it with us to further light the situation. It's a scientific approach to it. Not some mere 'prophecy' no different than jehova's witnesses that made people die and so forth. I am saying this before our stupid enemies have the chance to claim otherwise. HP's Maxine has told us why Astrologically and many know. Astrology is AN EXPRESSION of what ALREADY is staged to be, another method of seeing it. It doesn't have an 'apocalyptic prediction' character. It's down to Earth and a tool used for centuries. Yet there are some things that need be addressed. There are members who are panicking and so forth. There are also others who try to make it seem like it's some sort of prophecy or stuff which it's not. But we will explain nonetheless.. For one, do not panic. No, you do not need sell your belongings or do anything insane to "save yourself from the impending crisis". This is xian thinking and many are doing this over the years just to find themselves played upon. I write this because many are used to take predictions as prophecies and this is an entirely xian mindset. First of all, this has started many years ago. We are now in the 7th or 8th year of this recession and things are not going in anyway better. Even by observing it with logic, this is not going to get better anytime soon and neither are random miracles going to happen out of the blue.

Then one to understand it further, they can see how the world is becoming rejecting and hateful towards the jews. They are known to cause material and monetary problems to keep people busy in order to survive and thrive. More often than so they do bigger or smaller crises in order to become even richer. But point being now is that this system is to where it can barely hold that shit. What they did in 2008 left hundreds of thousands homeless and whole countries in debt. Many very rich zionists have been investing in Gold, many are disappearing and so forth. If one connects the dots, they can see the evident. They are going to attempt to climax the whole situation into their jewish dream. Also, they are running out of time, the internet has served us well and the longer they do not act for their jewish ends, the less time they have for anything, which is another reason for the fascination of all that.

It's a trap situation with them, they either wait as they are and go down without a fight, or fight a lost war against the Gentiles of the planet via...You guessed it, economic means. Also for those who know, the Global markets are connected which means that if America or lets say China gets down, then the others will only follow, given most countries are ruled by kikes which have guided them to the point of "take-off" for this act they are going to pull out. It's obvious even to the eyes of the blind. It has been their eternal method. Usually, they will have to control a state from within or more states and then wage war and so forth. The jews never stopped
working for their Talmudic dreams. They can keep on public denial but when even their own have admitted it publicly, it’s a joke. WE AS GENTILES HAVE A RIGHT TO DEFEND OURSELVES JUST AS ANYBODY ELSE HAS. Consciously or not it’s the same biz. Now some are more greedy than others and many seem they are detached or proclaim otherwise, some even say they are "against this", but they are all the same, their endless pit of greed is what has destroyed countries and also destroyed themselves.

If anyone has a nut of a brain, they can see that all these tricks, race mixing, economical crises and so forth, all these lead to somewhere. So we are not the ones to not warn you. We do not say "sell your belongings and get gold" or some shit like some crazy "jehova’s witnesses". No. Not in anyway. Though, Gentiles are kept in the darkness as to how to invest and so forth, While the jews are always well informed years before anything... And even "Attacks" if you know what I mean... Of any kind. We are not taught about Silver, Gold, Currencies and so forth. This is to be blind of any impending disasters. One has to somehow always have some money on the side and also, have a bit of Gold, Silver and always have a backup plan for given things [as history has proven to us everyday] thanks to jews, can go down to the drain every time and anytime. YOU NEED TO BE PREPARED, EVEN IF THE DISASTERS BREAK ON HARD OR SLOWER, OR IN DOSES OR WHATEVER. Being prepared means being powerful. Also, the products of your 'preparedness' will serve you well in increasing your overall power, if you get what I mean.

No matter if shit hits the fan harder or softer, you will be prepared. If it hits softer, you will just be more powerful. If it hits hard, you will be powerful enough. It’s always good to think ahead. The kike system wants everyone hooked on it, waiting for their monthly pay, hopelessly dependent. This is how it was in the late centuries. In that way, you can be owned like a slave. Modern people have no land, they are not allowed to plant or grow their own food, they are dependent on money for all their needs and so forth. But even an idiot knows our 'economical system' is a very unstable system that is known that it can give us major shit at times, most of the time without ANY warning. And as thus, people die in the streets, are unprepared and have lost the abilities needed to survive in the...real world. IE, outside of that system.

So in closing, always be prepared. No matter if one says or not. What all this means is start and get prepared. For anything. And in general. But more importantly now because what we see is not the greatest epoch to come neither some sudden "golden age".

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666